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Board approves
· controversial
prayer center
John Walker
Staff writer

I·

Photos by Au51in Ramsey/ The News

Caution tape barricades The lodge Restaurant, owned by Scott and Valarie England of Murray, after an electrical fire early Tuesday mornlno.

Austin Ramsey
Assistant News Editor

l

I

"It was orange. There was a lot of
smoke. It was lighting the sky up."
These were the few words Valarie
England. co-owner and manager of The
Lodge Restaurant could muster, looking
back on her race to the scene of the
recently opened · establishment totally
engulfed in flames.
''This is not happening, it's not real.
This is not happening," she said she
remembered thinking.
According to the Calloway County
Sheriff's Office, a 9ll call was made
around 3:30 a.m. Tuesday reporting the
restaurant, located just outside city limits was ablaze.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue (CCFR)
Chief Earl Hicks said he was first to the
scene.
"When I pulled up, flames were coming out one of the dormers and under the
eaves on the front," he said. "You could
tell the main fire was in the upper-portion of the building."
Hicks and more than 30 volunteer firefighters manning 13 fire trocks battled
back the flames from reaching adjacent
businesses and homes. he said.
"At one point, we were pumping somewhere around the neighborhood 9f 4,000
gallons of water a mim1t~ on it or better,"
he said.
Hicks said the GCFR requested assis•
tance from the Murray Fire Department
shortly after arriving on the scene, a
mutual aid agrecm,·nt the volunreer station resorts to often with fires of that
size.
The city department dispatched one
tower truck and three fire fighters at 4:07
a.m. to assist. said Murray Fire Marshal
and Interim Fire Chief Dickie Walls.

II

Charred wood and debris remain at what was
once the entrance to the restaurant located
on Highway 121 North.
"By that time, it had burm through the
roof, so (Hicks) was needing an elevated
stream," Walls said. "The county has a
small elevated stream, but our truck pro·
vides a lot more water."
Hicks said Yolumeers stayed at the
scene on Highway 121 North ncar Cal·
loway County High School until 7 a.m.,
assuring the blaze was extinguished and
closing off the structurl' from the public.
Not long after, Valaril•'s hu~hand, Scott
England, co-owner of the restaurant and
owner of England Constructing, a local
concrete construction business. pulled
into the parking lot, stretching out in
front of an unrecognizable m:lss of blackened wood.
By dawn, the building Valaric and
Scott had bought. entirely rcnov<ltcd <Jnd
reopened as a restaurant late this summer, lay flattened and smoldering br the
side of the highway, restrained from the

public by thin yellow cautioMry tape.
Sheena Richardson, deputy Kentucky
state fire marshal for the region worked
at determining what caused the fire. By
Wednesday, Dick Brov.'Tl, a spokesperson
for the State Fire Marshal's Office said
Richardson had completed her investiga·
tion and was compiling a report at press
time, how(!_vcr, he said damage found
was consistent with some type of electrical failure.
Scott said his main concern was not
the building but the nearly 30 employees
he and his wife employed.
One of those employees, Stacey Reason, senior from Gilbertsville, Ky .. said
she was disappointed when she heard
the news. The repercussions of being
suddenly unemployed arc tough. but that
is not the only reason she was let down.
"I'm more upset about losing the job
than 1 am upset about losing the income.
I loved working there," Reason, who
worked three days a week as a server,
said.
Scott said all is not lost because of the
support from the community.
"Things can be a whole lot W<:lrse," he
said. "In fact, there were over 500 people
at (the scene) at one point." he said.
Valarie agreed, saying bow much she
appreciated the support from the community before and after the fire.
No matter what caused the fire, Valarie said she is still shocked. Considering
the idea of building again some day, she
is taking the entirety of the news one
step at a time.
Said Valarie: "ll wasn't the building
but what was in it that was hurting me.
We can't replace that- the love and the
care. It was like a big family. It wasn't a
typical restaurant."
Contact Ramsey at aramseyS@
murraystate.edu.

The Mayfield Zoning Board met Tuesday for the
third time to consider a conditional use permit on
whether to allow a mosque inside city limits. The
Board approved the permit after bearing arguments
from both proponents and detractors.
The Board had already voided its previous deci·
sion to deny the permit after a complaint from the
American CivU Liberties Union when a representative for applicant Khadar Ahmed was turned away
at the door. Tuesday's meeting met little of the
resistance seen last month, when residents filled the
room.to capacity and officers started denying entry.
The officers were not aware the person was a
petitioner, but outcry from the event led to this
week's reconsideration of the
permit and the meeting being
monitored by representatives of
the ACLU.
Ahmed's lawyer, Heather
Weaver, gave an opening statement to the Board, arguing
there was no precedent for the
permit to be denied.
"We are quite hopeful that
Michael
once the Board bears all the
A.ldri.die facts about this application and
Executive
fully understands the applicable
Director, ACLU law they will once again vote to
of K t k
approve a conditional use peren uc Y
mit," Weaver said.
Weaver cited the Religious Land Use and lnstitu·
tionalized Persons Act, or RLUIPA. which passed in
2000, giving religion stronger protections in issues
regarding land use.
"RLUIPA, a federal statute. supersedes local gov·
ernment law and therefore lDl,lSt guide this board's
decision," Weaver said prior to the meeting.
Weaver also cited Mayfield's own zonill8 laws,
saying the Board cannot distinguish between property used for business and religious purposes.
"Article seven of the Mayfield zoning ordinance
states that whenever there is a change of use or a
change of business in an existing building 'no addi·
tiona! parking l.s required/" Weaver said.
After the Board took arguments, Ahmed took the
podium, fielding questions concerning the proposed
mosque and how it might be used. The original per·
mit was denied due to concerns of inadequate parking on the proposed site, and board members asked
questions regarding Ahmed's plans to facilitate the
issue.
Michael Aldridge, executive director of the ACLU
of Kentucky, said this case is the first of its kind to
occur in the Commonwealth.
UWe are really happy the Zoning Board took a second look at this permit," Aldridge said. "It's important to not let situations go unchecked, because that
is how our rights can get eroded very quickly."
Aldridge said cases like this are important in helping communities understand tolerance for new residents and different beliefs.
"There is a culture which is constantly evolving,
America, addiqg new ~ple into our community,"
Aldridge said. "It's important for us to respect their
religious beliefs, their personal beliefs and give
them the same rights in the constitution we're all
afforded."
Leslie McColgin, a Mayfield resident, came to the
hearing out of concern for Ahmed and other Somali residents who have recently moved into the area.
She said it is an issue of religious freedom and it
needs to be discussed
McColgin said she became interested in the per·
mit after stopping with a friend to help two Somali
men with their car.
"We stopped to see if they needed any help and
they said no," McColgin said. "What really touched
me was in the course of a conversation with them
they said, 'We didn't realize anybqdy here cared
about us."'
McColgin said this was when she decided it was
time to reach out a helP.ing band.
"These people are from a diffetent country,"
McGolgin said. "They don't speak the language, and
they don't know the customs. They may even do
some things people see as rude. There is obviously
a lot of education needed on both sides."
McColgin said she. is starting to organize around
Mayfield to increase community awareness on the
differences between religious and cultural practices.
''It's important to humanize the P.eople that are
here,'' McColgin said. "If everybody stays in their
own little corner and doesn't interact and actually
talk to each other then it's real easy to demonize and
stereotype somebody."
Contact Walker at john.walker@murraystate.edu.
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Saturday

Sunday

Monday

U a.m. Tbe Journey Church; Curris
Center Ballroom
•3:30 p.m. Senior Recital pr~entcd
by Nicbolas.D. Wright (percussion).
EvansviU~. Ind.: Performing Arts
Hall, free
•6 p.p1. Joint Senior Recital pre·
sented by Cozy Mullins (horn),
senior from Murray, and Cameron
Gisb (euphonium), senior frbm
Owemboro, Ky:; Performing Arts
Hall, free

•6 p.m. Cafe Murde(; €ur.r is Center
Stables, free
•7 p.m. Volleyball vs. Eastern Kentucky University: Racer Arena, free
with Racercard
•7:30 p.m. University Chotale and
Chambers Singers concert; Lovett
Auditorium. free
•8 p .m. Open Social Dancing; Paducah Dance Aaadcmy; I>aducah, free

•2 p.m. Volleyball vs. Morehead
State University; Racer Arena, free
with Racercard
•2 p.m. Student Recital presented by
Hann;ili Rodgers (flute), juni9r from
Nortonville, Ky.; Farrell Recital Hall
•1;30 p.m. Joint Senior Recital presented by Jennifer My~rs (flute),
senior from Wi!Uamsville• N.Y.. and
Sarah Schneider (soprano), senior
from Evansville, Ind.: Performing
Arts Hall

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

•,S p.m. CAB meeting; Curris Center
Tennessee Room, open to the public
•5 p,:m. PRSSA meeting; Wilson Hall;
room 106
•7 p.m. Moscow Jiallet's ''Great
Russian Nutcracker"; tiaduCahi Four
Rivers Carson Center, $28
•8:30 p.m. "Girl With the Dragon
Tattoo" mqvic screening; Mason
Hall Auditorium, free

•12:2Q p.m. Baptist Campus Min·
istries Luncheon; BCM Building, $1

.., a.a:a. Mid America Preci$ion Agri-

•6 p.m. International Oatc Auction;
Wells Hall
•5 p.m. SGA meeting; <,:urris Center
Ohio Room; open.to the public
•7:30 p.m. 'How Do You Stand Out?'
graduate school and both graduatt
and undergraduate researCh opportunities; Richmond Collllge, open to

all

culture Conference: William 'Bill'
Cherry Agriculture Expo Center
•10 a.m. Fall Senior Breakfast; Curris
Center Ballroom
.S p.m. M\U'tay Environmental Stu·
dent Society meeting; Carr Health
Building. open to all
•7:f11 p.m. Worship: :QCM Buildin.g,
free
•7".30·p.m. "Into the Woods• musical; Robert E. Johnson Theatre. free

•9 a.m. Feeding the Hungry;.Hippo's
Building; Paducah, open to all
•4:30 p.m. Murray Stare Traditional
Karate Club Practice; Carr Health
Building, open to <til
•7:30 p.m. Men's Basketball vs. East
Tennessee State University: CFSB
Center, free with Racercard
•7:30 p.m. Murray State Idol Vocal
Competition; Lovett Auditorium,
free

Police Beat
November4
8:25 a.m. A caller at White
College repo rted the elevator
stopped momentarily. Facilities Management was noti-

fied.
8:36 a.m. A fire alarm was
activated in Wells Hall. Offi·
ccrs and the Murray Fire
Department responded and
deemed the detector faulty.
The state fire marshal was
notitled. •
2:14 p.m. Information was
received about a person possibly possessing a police radio
i.n Paducah. Officers were
notified.

Police officer issued a verbal
warning for speeding on 16th
Street.
8:02p.m. Racer Patrol reported lights out , in the alley
between the Old Fine Arts
and Applied Science build·
ings. Central Plant was noti·
fie d.
1l:5l p.m. A caller reported a
problem with a ceiling vent
on the seventh floor of Hart
College. Central Plant was

notified.

November7

November6
2:11 p.m. A Murray State

•

5:01 p.m. A burglary alarm
~as activated on the Miller

.NovemberS

NovemberS

7:26 ~ A caller reported a raccoon on the southeast part of
campus near Elizabeth CoUege.
Cl·ntralPlant. was notified.

2:3S a.m. A caller reported an
intoxicated person in Hester
College. Officers arrested
Brandon Hobbs. freshman
from Owensboro, Ky., for

1 p.m. Saturday. Football vs. Tennessee
State University; Roy Stewart Stadium,
free with Racercard

Monday
•7:30 p.m.
Murray
State Idol
Vocal
Competition;
Lovett
Auditoriu m. free

~Racercari:l

alcohol intoxication in a public place.
7:42 p.m. A Murray State
Police officer reported a
smoldering ashtray. The Murray Fire Department respond·
ed and tile state fire marshal
was notified.
'
11:20 p.m. Racer Patrol
requested an officer to check
a person who was checking
the exterior doors of buildings. An officer lucated the
person and determined all
was normal.

Coming Up

File Photo

Memorial Golf Course. The
Calloway County sheriff and
building coordinator were
notified.
8:24 p.m. A Murray State
Police officer checked a vehicle parked in the rear of the
Hamilton Field parking lot.
The vehicle was unoccupied.
10:20 p.m. A calkr reported
an odor of marijuana in Hester College. Murray Stale offi·
cers checked the area but did
not locate the source of the
odor.

NovemberS

RICk Burresffhe

N~W$

If you would like an event to appear in
the This Week section, fill out a form in
The .Murray State News office at Ill
Wilson Hall, fax to 809-3175 or e-mail
information to thenews@
murraystate.edu.
Please submit events by noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee
all items received will be published.

ment was notified b<.>cause the
theft occurred off campus.
Murray State Police look an
information report.
10:59 p.m. A caller reported
the odor of marijuana in Hes·
ter College. Officers responded and located the source of
the odor. A n!port was taken
for possession of marijuana
~nJ possession of alcohol by a
minor. The person was
referred to housing for fur;ther action.

November9

8:18 a.m. A caller reported an
odor of marijuana in White
12:49 p.m. Parking EnforceCollege. Officers were not
ment requested to speak to an
able to locate the source of
officer about a stolen parking
the odor.
permit located in the resiQ.en2:15p.m. A caller at the Curris
tial college parking lot. A
Center requested to speak to
report was taken for receiving
an officer about a possible
stolen property under $500.
counterfeit piece of currency.
5:13p.m. A caller requested to
An officer spoke to the caller
speak with an officer conand determined the currency
cerning a stolen debit card at
th~ Public Safety Ruildin~ . was not counterfeit.
7:37 p.m. Murray State Police
The Murray Police D~:part-

assisted the Calloway county
Sheriffs Department in serving a summons on the 1000
block of College Courts.

NovemberlO
12:19 a.m. An officer reported
n vehide was improperly
parked at Hester College. A
report was taken.
9:26 p.m. A person at Richmond College reported being
locked out uf their vehicle. An
officer was unable to open the
vehicle.
12:07 p.m. An elevator call
button in the Curris Center
was accidentally activated.
Everything w.as normal.
Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 0
Arrests - 0
Assistant News Editor Austin
Ramsey compiles Police neat
with muterials provided by
Public Safety. Not all dispatched calL~ are listed.

AY JGHTS ARE
IGHTS.
25% OFF ALL FOOD WI STUDENT ID
FREE CORN HOLE AND TRIVIA
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HAPPY HOUR
r
MONDAY-FRIDAY 3--6
SATURDAY 11-6

Buy 5 Ornaments or Sprays, Get 1 Free!

303 NortiJ 12th Street • Murray, KY 1205 Chesbtut Street • Murray, KY
Moll., Tues., Wed., & Fri. 10am-5pm
Mon.- Fri. 10 am- 6 ptn
Thurs. 10 am-6:30pm
~
Sat. 10 am - 4 pm
Sat. 10am - 2pm
Follow
' Us On
Sun. 1 pm - 5 pm
(270) 759-2100
(270) 753-1851
www. vintagerose.com
www.elemelltsofky.com

,

Corner of lOth & Arcadia •

759-8866 • Behind Cheri Theatres

WWW.BIGAPPLEMURRAY.COM
~ 1 Love Big Apple? "Like Us" on Facebook!
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Grading scale topic of discussion Across campus
Faculty meet
with Provost,
share ideas
Amanda Davenport
Staff writer
A room full of plush chairs and professors
with buzzing iPhones met ln Waterl1eld
library for the second meeting of Executive
Blend Monday.
Executive Blend is an informal gathering
where professors speak to other faculty
members about issues they arc having concerning the University. Provost Bonnie Higginson met with professors this week.
Professors spoke out on he half of students.
Many of the professors were concerned with
creating a better educational atmosphere for
students.
History professor David Pizzo wondered
why there was not a plus-minus grading scale
at the University.
Six years ago, art history professor Zbynck
Smetana wrote a proposal to switc.:h to a plusminus grading scale instead of the regular letter scale. The plus-minus system would help

raise the University's total GPA since the letter grades are divide into three sub-grades.
The plus-minus grading system is used at
Harvard. Yale and Princeton. Harvard dcsig·
nates the plus-minus scale as follows: A =
4.00, A-= 3.67, B+ • 3.33, B =3.00, B-" 2.67, C+
"2..33, C • 2.00, C-"' 1.67, D+ = 1.33, D = 1.00, D·
= 0.67.
Smetana explained some graduate students
are discouraged by the current gradin~ sys·
tern because their GPA may be lowered for
the University's letter
scale.
"Little increments make
(higher gradt:s)
more
attainable," Smetana said.
Students will feel motivated to move from a R to a
B+' since that goal can be
easily met though one test,
Smetana said.
"There are incentives for
Bonnie
students to do good work,"
Higginson Smetana said.
Provost
His proposal was passed
by the Faculty Senate and
the University President. However the old
computer system could not handle grade
changes.
Higginson attended a meeting to discuss
the possibility of implementing a plus-minus
scale with the new myGate system.
"It would he quite complicated, but it
would be feasible," Higginson said.

Other concerns raised in the Executive
Blend were about class schedules. A professor from the Coll.:oge of Education suggested
a class schedule running Monday through
Thursday to open up Fridays for research.
Renee Fister of the math department
voiced her concerns about students having
only one week of das~cs between Thanksgiving Break and final exam week.
Fister explained there is not enough time
for students to concentrate on classe~ full
force since there is only one week after
Thanksgiving before finals.
Fister has been with the University for 14
year~. When she began here she said students
had two weeks between Thanksgiving Break
and finals week.
When students had the extra week, they
were able to settle back into study mode
before taking their exams, Fister said.
Many faculty members agreed faculty
morale is at an all time low. One member
encouraged professors to be more intellectually curious in ordt.•r to inspire the students.
Higginson said she ·was pleased to meet
with the faculty.
"Speaking with faculty is without a doubt
helpful," Higginson said.
Executive Blend is an open meeting which
students are welcome to attend. The fourth
meeting will occur next semester in Waterfield Library.
Contact
Davenport
at
amanda.
davenport@murraystate.edu.

~tournament

to be

bekl in Wellness Center
The 2nd Annual Turkey Shoot-Out Racquetball Tournament featuring a demo-day where
participants are encouraged to try new Head
brand racquets will be held Thursday in the
Wellne$8 Center.
The tournament's male players are divided
into beginner. intermediate and advanced contests, while tbe women are grouped together.
Students can sign up at the Wellness Center
courts or by contacting Eric Riggs
(bob_sert@hotmail.com) or Nate Brelsford
(nate.brelsford@murraystate.edu).

Padt to present recital
Professor Sue-Jean Park will present a recital
wltb pianist Angela Wu and clarinetist Scott
Locke in the Performing Arts Hall tomorrow.
The program includes Bach's Second Partita,
Stravinsky•s Soldier's Tale, and Mozart's E
minor Violin Sonata. The concert is free.
Following the concert will be a reception
and CD .signing by Park. Her COs are priced at

$15.
The music will feature virtuosic violin writing and also has jazzy rhythms to mnke this
modern work accessible to the listener.
Call 809-ARTS (2787) for more information.

Women's Center tells the World's Dirtiest Little Secret
Haley Russell
Staff writer
Children. teens. male, female, foreign citizens, affluent, poor, educated nnd uneducated
all have one thing in common: they arc all subject to human trafficking, the world's dirtiest
little secret.
Shauna Dillon. senior from Prospect, Ky.,
spoke at the World's l>irtiest Little Secret
event sponsored by the Women's Center. Dillon's presentation consisted of a lO·minute
documentary called "Call and Response," an
explanation of the different types of trafficking,
signs of trafficking, where it occurs and how to
help.
The documentary featured several artists
and celebrities, including Ashley judd and
Natasha Bedingfield, who arc taking a stand
against human trafficking. Within the first
minute and 30 seconds, a itatistic scrolled
across the screen: "Over 2.2 millic.m children
nrc sold into the sex trade each year." The next
minute: "There are over 27 million slaves in the
world toduy, more than the population of Austr~ll i:l."
Dillon said there are two types of trafficking:
sex trafficking and labor trafficking. Sex trafficking. Dillon said, occurs in places American
citizens use every day.
"Some of these places (where trafficking
occurs) arc more obvious than others like strip
clubs and esc.:ort services, also massage parlors
or even nail salons," Dillon said. "Labor trafficking can occur on farms like outdoor work,
and also in a lot of mainstream organizations."
Dillon continued the presentation by listing
indications of trafficking. If a business has
employees of one nationality, all have similar
tattoos, are not aware of what state in which
they are located, look battered, large groups
leave and enter simultaneously, employees are
afraid to talk or if someone constantly listens to
your conversation. the business could be a
cover for sex trafficking.
These traffickers will usc coercion, fraud and
force to get the individual to do what they
w;tnt, Dillon said. Coercion is a threat, she said,
giving an example by telling a story about a
youn~ girl who worked for several different
family members and, when given the chance,
did not flee because she was threatened
"She worked for one member of her family
for five years. and when she was 15 years old
came to the United States to work for a differ-

Derek MillerfThe News

Students listen as Shauna Dillon, senior from Prospect, Ky.. speaks on human trafficking Monday In Mason Hall.
cot member of the same family," Dillon said.
Dillon said when the woman arrived at the
rescue facility, it was apparent she had been
badly beaten.
"She reported that every member of the family would take time to beat and torture her,
even the kids that she cared for," Dillon said.
"She had cuts; she had cigarette burns all over
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her body. When the family didn't take time to
torture her, sometimes they'd forget that she
even existed.
"They would leave on vacation, lock her in a
room and forgN to leave out food. Sometimes,
they'd forget about her so much, they left the
doors unlocked. When she discovered the
doors were unlocked, she'd quickly escape,

rummage through the trash, find some food and
go back to the room."
Dillon went on to say the victim would not
leave and find help. This was because the family she worked for told her she was dispensable, and her younger sisters could easily
replace her. This is an example of coercion,
Dillon said. The woman did not want her sisters to have to go through the same things she
did, so she refused to flee.
This is one of the many stories Dillon told
during her presentation. The main idea Dillon
wanted to convey, though, is these crimes are
not just happening ovt.•rseas, but locally.
"It's happening right in front of you, not just
in China or the Middle East," shl' said.
The event ended with another video featuring several different teenage girls giving statistics on sex trafficking with teenage girls in
Atlanta.
Audrey Harned. junior from Paducah. organized the event anJ, like Dillon, said she wanted people to know human trafficking is a local
problem.
"I just wanted people to know that it's here,
it's in our own backyard," Harned said. "[ think
that it's not so overwhelming that we can't do
anything; even the smallest effort. just by starting to tell somebody can go a long way."
Sarah Kelty, senior from Louisville, said she
was working to help raise awareness on campus.
"Hopefully, we'll keep doing awareness
events like this and I really want to do awareness events with my other organizations that
I'm involved with on campus," Kelty said.
Brittany Esposito,
sophomore
from
Louisville, said she was unaware of how significant a problem human trafficking is.
"It kind of blew my mind," she said. "I'd
heard about it, but I didn't realize it was that
big. 1 didn't realize it was that close to home,
like she was talking about Kentucky. she was
talking about Lexington and La Grange."
Jane Etheridge, director of the Women's
Center, said it was hard to believe human traffickin~ is as prominent and local as it is.
"It's really painful and its something that, to
be honest, wasn't clos~o• cnl>ugh in my world
that I needed to he really aware," she said.
Even though the subjl.'ct of human trafficking
is touchy, Etheridge wants to raise awareness.
Said Etheridge: "It makes me determined to
raise consciousness of the reality."
Contact Russell at hrussell@murraystate.edu.

MURRAY STATE IDOL
VOCAL COMPETITION
Monday. November 15, 2010

7:30P.M.
Lovett Auditorium
Featuring the winning representatives from:
C(a rl?. Co((ege - Kelsey Boel
'Efizanelli Co((ege- Roger McDonald
:Jfart Co((ege · Chris Rhodes
:Jfester ColTege - Kaitlin Cleven
'Regents Co((ege- Ellie Rodenberg
'RLcli momf Co(fege - Antonio Hewlett
Springer-J~ranRfin Co((ege - Lindsey Spear
1Vfiite CorTege - Hunter Borton
Special Musical Group: Sigma .Jt(pfia Iota

6 1 6 "'· 1 i!t:h !itreet
Mun111y, Ky 4i!071

FREE ADMISSION
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Opinion Editor. Casey Bradley
Phone: 809-5873

Our View

Open invitation
in unlocked doors
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.

W
nd rattles the windows
as night sets in at the small college
town of Murray.
Several campus buildings at
Murray State are locked before the
sun disappears under the horizon,
but a handful remain open to students for a little while longer.
Sitting quietly. you study. The
minutes tick by and you soon lose
track of time. Before you know it,
you' re the only person left in the
building. The doors have been
locked and it's drawing nearer to
midnight. There's always more
studying that can be done, but for
the evening you decide to give-in
to the persuasive call of sleep.
As you're packing, the sound of
a door closing echoes down the
hallway. Ghosts? Don't be ridiculous. it was probably just your
imagination. Putting the last of
your things into your bag, you
hoist it on your shoulder and turn.
Around the corner you think you
see someone disappear.
Mustering up your courage, you
go to investigate. Turning the corner. you only find a door. conveniently propped open. Shrugging
it off. you leave through the open
door and head back to your dorm
room. It's not until the next day
that you learn of the computers
stolen from the building you had
been studying in the previous
night.
Locked doors are always a problem to someone.
Be it students in need of studio
access or a thief looking for some
extra income, unlocked or
propped open building doors are
wanted.
Unfortunately, this causes a few

problems: unlocked doors give the
opportunity of theft to eager individuals.
When campus property is stolen
it inconveniences students and
professors. Not only are open
doors invitations for theft, but as
some students have learned the
hard way, unattended items arc
free game to thieves.
You wouldn't leave your front
door unlocked , so w hy would
campus leave their doors open to
the public at all hours of the day?
More often than not, doors arc
found unlocked or propped open.
For students with a hectic daytime schedule, propped open
doors are relied upon in order to
enter buildings after hours and get
school work completed.
Unless the door is constantly
monitored, though. it allows more
than just studious individuals to
enter.
Sure, locked doors cause for
over-crowded hallways between
classes, but how would a professor
show a movie or slide show without the necessary equipment?
Doors on campus are locked for
the protection of people a nd property.
OK, it's pretty hilarious when

people ride their bicycles through
the hallways of a previo usly
locked building at 1 a.m.. but
replace those people with someone with worse intentions.
That computer you rely on to
w rite papers? Gone in a few minutes with no one the wiser.
Books? Forget about them, they
no longer belong to anyone but
the highest buyer.
The next time you come across
a propped open door after open
building hours, take into consideration the consequences of leaving
it open to the wide world of possibilities.

lbat do ,. tlli.....
Do you hand write letters?
"I haven't written a letter In ... I just use
e·mail now:·
Andy Mclemore • Murray

sophomore

"Yes; handwriting makes (writing letters) feel more authentic."

Jonas Moore • BellVIlle. Ill
freshman

"No, not anymore because e·mail is so
much faster."
Lauren Buch • Sparta, Ill.
senior

Nate Brelsford/The New s
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Opportunity for theft

Campus Voice

NaNoWriMo institutionalizes
'I

·'

o

basic principles that come with
writing it can mean the difference between a good manuscript and a great novel.
The ideas and themes found
inside some of our most
favorite works can easily be lost
in the race of "just gerting it
done." A novel is not a midterm paper or even a master's
thesis. Novels take experiences,
connections and a strong sense
of identity. None of these can be
found on the Internet and certainly not through message
boards, chat rooms and
YouTubc videos.
Wendell Berry didn't pull up
Wikipedia or see what ideas he
could get off of a computer
every time he decided to w rite.
His life experiences and knowledge of his people and region
are what inspired him to create
the stories that have made him
one of Kentucky's favorite
authors. The same goes for
Jesse Stuart and Silas House.
We do not get a sense of place
while sitting at home on our
computers and we certainly do
not create our identity from a
Facebook profile.
When writing we must look
into the deepest of those
aspects that make up not only
ourselves. but also those characters we try to create.
This generation is lacking in a
lot of those aspects. How many
of us have a pure connection to
a place?
I would say there arc not too
many young people today who
spend more time outside than
they do inside. Maybe even less

T h i s
mont h
ma r ked
the beginof
ning
Na t io n a l

N o v e l
Wri tin g
M ont h .
a 1 s o
known as
John Walker
NaNo W staff writer
riMo.
While I
believe writing is a fundamental form of communication and
can produce some of the more
beautiful aspects of human
nature, as well as the worst. I do
not like the idea of Novel Writing becoming institutionalized.
To write a novel is an act of
inspiration, and it takes time as
well as long periods of clear
insightful thinking. Say you can
write 50,000 words in one
month? So what!
General Motors can make just
as many cars if not more in that
time period, that does not mean
there is anything constituting a
quality product coming off the
assembly line.
The idea of creating a quota
system for writing shows just
how convoluted this generation's thinking has become.
Is writing an art? No argument.
Do writers need to meet
deadlines when creating their
works? Absolutely.
And does bringing both of
those aspects together take a lot
of discipline? The utmost.
When we lose sight of the

is the amount of people who
know their neighbors personally.
T his is why NaNoWriMo will
never produce an Edward
Abbey or Harper Lee, someone
who actually took a year off to
write her one and only work.
If young people today want to
write, they are going to need a
little more than the Internet and
a word-processing program.
To create a good novel takes
more than just the will to write:
it takes a writer.
To be a writer is harder to
define, but I would like to think
of someone who has lived a little.
Most of America's best
authors were journalists before
they started writing novels. It is
through those experiences of
reporting the events in society
at large and meeting the many
different personalities our
world has to offer that led writers like Samuel Clemens (better
known as Mark Twain) and
Ernest Hemingway to sit down
and expand on their experiences.
It was not spending long
hours to meet personal quotas
in the darkness of a dorm room
or cotTee shop.
And they certainly did not do
it with earphones hooked up to
music while keeping up with
Facebook chat every few seconds. They did it by gett ing fed
up with talk, walking out the
door and (sometimes after a
long time searching) holding a
mirror back at the world for all
to see.
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University
better off
than most

I am not opposed to asalary
nile. I would love one like
ayone else, but if it means

losiDs a valued program, staff
or faculty member, I would be
ODe of the fint to object.
DuDil is an inspirational and
transformational president,
we are blessed witli his presace and I know he and his
team are doing everything
possible to make this the best
experience it can be for all
iDYo1ved.
Roger M. Weis.

YNL Campus Director

Apathy not

an option
(ID respcmse to the Nov. S

commentary Stlll hope in the
UDlted States)

Its re.n, poeti~ justice.

As one who voted Democ~
rat. I am not at all gurprised
that tbe Republicans won as
biB as th.ey did.
Corporations don't make

.baveltaeDts unless they
fJS:l*t the profit margin to be
bf& And that's what they got.
The Republican Party is
responsible for the recession
that Obama got us out of and
DOW It'$ qp to the RepubUcan
Palty to -.peed up the recov-

•

en1or s•
car ra1ses
•
u
You may
have seen
posters up
arouQd
c a mP'Ui
for Festuariesss.
T h is
poster .has
b e e n
c-..... ec. described
Senior from
as intriguMcGrath, Alaska i D g ,
provocative, disgusting or in some
cases, has been avoided all
together. Festuariesss Is the title
of my Bachek# ef Pine JU1s

<BPA> exhibit.

~

show·

ing in the Curris Center Gallery,
·
located on the first floor.
My work speaks directly
about growing up in rural Alaska amongst a large diversity of
creatures and environments.
The subsistence living I have
experienced has led directly to

I

~

talked up for. years
noWP
'
The answer is a big fat ttoo.,

if you've read the Pledge to
Aulerica.
It ls now time for the noncommunity of liberals to
come out from under the
rocb and save the country

....,...,

p

option for the apathetic.

taxonomy and personal reU·
quaries.
My family's tendencies to
~and utilize everythiiJa can
be eoea ~ot!Bhout t1ae ~
I grasped the seemJftlly bizarre
belief in the need to uve and
store everything. in thus normally overlooked objects
become necessities and animals
become pop culture.
The image on the poster and
post card Is a culmination of
materials and themes used
through out my work aDd physIcally applied to my body.
Whether you ere Olle to
avoid the poster or find it
intriguina, provoc:adYe or disgusting, I ~ope you wUJ .ao by
the Curris CeQter. view the
work for yoursel£ .-.;1 form
your own opinioDI abeut the
show beyond the postcard dd
poster. It 'will be on clitp1ay
through Saturday.

by Alex laDe

Maybe it is
because llove the
feel of a pencU in
my hand.
Or maybe I just
love tradition, but
I know I enjoy
hand~ let.-;.........,~-~ ters whenever I
C.., lindley get a breather in
OpiDioD Edltol: my daily schedule.
As a. child. my favorite projects
involved writing or drawing. During
my days in Catholic school <thars
tight, r~ade.-s, I used to attend private school), we devoted 30 minutes of every week to writing letters
to mail to pen pals.
M9Ving around the United States
in DlY youqer years prompted me
to begin letter exchanges with my
friends. It was the easiest way to
keep in contact and kept me distracted untU I made new friends
whenever we moved. Even tears
later with the lntem~t at my finger
tips, I still prefer exchanging handwritten letters to the quick e-mail.
For me, an e-iDail comes up short
in the world of written communication. Penned letters hold so much
more. Doodles come to life in the
margins of the ruled p~r. emotions can be conveyed simply by the
way you write a word. Handwritten
letters speak of the time taken out
of the day to exchanl' an ongoing
conversation.
Another perk of handwritten letten is the part · where you get
respollles in the mail There's nothing more uplifting than a crinkled
envelope with your name scribbled
in a familiar handwriting. When
you open the envelope, reading
through a friend's written word is
second best to actually listening to
them in person.
Do you keep a journaU Writing
~etters. as I've confessed to a pen
p.l (that always seems to be in a
new locatiOn wh8R I send b¥D letc-toa). is afona of~.tor me.
._.. Qfl-:a.:t*l my thoughts
exclusively in a bound set of pages
on my night stand. I send them out
to my friends. Sometimes I get my
~st thinking done when I put pen
to paper, whether rm writing or

I

I
t:

1his neo-fasdsm will only
~O!ti.~
~ ll' 'lio' onpr an

my obsession with themes of

Kids At Play

I

q.WlP.
Ml -.. tbey walk the walk

Stuck OR the page

Charla Wentling,
tlwnews.org

drawing.
E-mails are cold in comparison to
letters. No matter how you change
the settings OIJ your inbox, it still
doesn't compare to the classic ruled
notebook paper. Seeing the different marks a person makes with a
pencil or pen is a manifestation of
their personality on the p.per. The
person writing is in the marks that
they make.
I enjoy people. No matter how
busy my clay ~mes, I always set
aside some time to spend with
friends or in a pubUc plac:e simply
to interact. Letters are...way to keep
in contact with those dlat are not
near eaoup to ..,end time With. E-

m~ in ~ optm...-are :fat bullness-. a phQne caltwQl aot iuffic&

Band writins letters takeS time
and they should. When you sit
down and write a letter, you're
sqdinl more than words. ybu're
sending yoursel!

Contact

Bradley

at

, bradley@murraysmte.edu.
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staff to receive hourly wage raises

Ben Morrow
Staff writer
Murray State will enact pay raises for some hourly employees
on January I as a result of an extensive regional job survey con·ducted by consulting firm, Mercer, Inc.
•
The survey, .kno'wn as the Mercer Report, was presented to
Staff Congress on August 31 of this year.
Staff Congress President Gina W inchester said this was the
first outside survey of the job market for hourly staff Murray
State has conducted in 30 years.
She said the report was necessary because no one knew wliat
the current market value was for staff employees.
Human Resources Director Tom Hoffacker said the Mercer
Report focused on the hourly staff, about 45 percent of appro xi·
mately 1.450 total University employees. He said the report
determined the market value of these jobs.
• "Mercer, Inc., is one of the nation's top consulting firms for
human resources," Hoffacker said. "(According to the report),
we needed about $850,000 to bring everyone up to the correct
spot for (stafO to be relative to the market value of their job."
Hoffacker said vla e-mail the Mercer Report cost $90,000.
According to Hoffacker, the Board of Regents allocated less
than half of what the Mercer Report suggested.
He said the Board approved approximately $400,000 for
hourly staff raises.
Winchester said 266 of 552 hourly employees would receive a
pay raise ns a re::;ult of the Mercer Report.
According to Murray State's website, "The hourly staff compensation study focused on staff who are paid lower than the
market value of their job. No one, including persons paid above
the market value of their job, will receive a decrease .in pay as a
result of the hourly staff compensation study."
The website continues, "In addition. staff members who, as a
result of this study, move to a pay grade with lower minimums
and lower maximums will not receive a pay decrease."
Administrators also said no staff jobs would be lost due to the
report's findings.
Hoffacker said he is satisfied with the results of the Mercer
Report.
"We all wish that we had aU the money possible to bring
everyone to their target amount/' he said. "To me, to come up
with $400,000, new dollars, in this economy is a big deal. I think
it's great the University was able to find that."
University President Randy Dunn said he hopes the staff considers the benefits of working for the University.
"One of the things I hope has value to our employees is the fact
that we ;m.• trying to be very helpful with means of support and
compensation that aren't as tangible but are important," Dunn
said. "We've had an effort to try to hold down health insurance
costs as much as we can so that employees aren't getting a raise
in one h:md and then losing it out of the other' to pay drastically
increased insurance."
The Mercer Report found although Murray State has been lagging in hourly pay, the other benefits available balance employ·
ee compensation.
According to the report, "Although MSU's overall level of
salary competitiveness is somewhat below market median, other .
components of th~ employment package (benefits, training and
. educational qpportunitics, work/life balance, work setting and
St'curity) serve to offset the salary difference."
According to the Murray State 20ll Benefits Guide, each fulltime employee receives competitive health insurance, access to
six tuition-free courses per year. 22 paid holidays and a minimum of 10 days paid vacation among other benefits.
Hoffacker said an employee could use a tuition credit for HEA
189, which would give the worker free access to the Wcllness
Center. An employee's spouse or dependents may also use the
tuition credits.
Dunn emphasized the advantages of tuition wavers offered to
University employees.
"The educational benefit to take classes~ for family members
to take. courses, is hugely important and that has a value that we
have to account for in our financial reports," Dunn said. ''None
of those things is to say that wages and salaries aren't important.
They are, hut there is value in some for these other things we try
to do as well in the benefits we provide. I do hope that's something that's seen as important by our employees as well."
Winchester said the report made apparent some isolated "hot
spots" where pay rates have been undervalued. She mentioned ·
information technology employees as an example.
Winchester said there arc still employees on campus making
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Derek Miller/The News

Barbara Nauc,le, building service technician, cleans a desk In Wells Hall. Na119le, like other Murray State employees. will receive apay raise January 1.
less than minimum wage.
Anthony Jones. senior from Union City, Tenn., and member of
Staff Congress. works full-time as a building service technician
for Facilities Management.
Jones said he was glad to see administration take the Mercer
Report so seriously but was disappointed in the results.
He said many staff members were unintentionally misled into
believing the survey would be a more sweeping measure.
Jones said the raises will help to an extent, but not to the point
most employees were expecting.
"No staff members of dining services r eceived a pay raise, for
example," he said.
Jones appreciates the full-time benefits, but said they only
help to a point.
"The benefits arc wonderful, but they don't put food on the
table," he said. "They don't pay the electric bill."
Jones said since the University did not fully fund Mercer's recommendations, the idea tbat extra benefits make up for lack of
pay still falls short of what staff members need.
Barbara Naugle has worked as a building service technician
for four years. She said the new policies cut the maximum pay
she could ever receive for her current job by $1.63 per hour.
She said the University should have used all available funds
directly toward salaries.
"When you can call a place and find out what a person starts
out at in a certain position for nothing, in my opinion they could
have taken that ($90,000 spent for the study) and applied that to

raises." she said.
al know a lot of custodial positions in the area start out at $10
per hour," Naugle said. "The benefits arc great, but that doesn't
pay your bills."
Naugle said she feels administrators often forget the laborious ,
nature of many s taff jobs.
She said she considers staff jobs to be as important as those of
administrators, because parents see clean buildings and manicured grounds and want their child~en to come to Murray State.
Dunn said he understands the disappointment of employees
who did not receive raises.
He said in these cases the Mercer Report showed the employees' pay rates to be comparable to market value.
"I do think, particularly on the individuals on the higher end of
staff salaries, there's probably been a little bit of disappoin tment
and frustration that the gap there doesn't seem to be as bad with
the market as in some of t hese other areas and I fully understand
that," Dunn ~aia.
Dunn said the Mercer Report would not e nd pay discussions
for staff employees.
"We're getting this first round done, but I would caution
everybody to understand that this isn't over with o ne yea r," he
said. "We're going to come back and keep addressing these
things, keep refining and come as close as we can to full imple- •
mentation ensuring that everyone feels that we're getting fairly
compensated."
'
Contact Morrow at mmorrow@murraystate.edu.
•

Immanuel Lutheran
Church
corner of 15th and Main
Across from

Hall

NFL Sunday Package

(Formerly Largo's Bar & Grill)

(Come watch your favorite teams play)

lea Cold Bear and carrv-aut Bear lnllabla
Happy Hour 3-6 p.m. doily

Open seven days a week

......,........, ..,....,
• 3 TV's

• Free Pooi .Thursdays Nights (Two Tables)

Grilled Food on the Patio (Weather Perm itting )
~most

S years ago to the
day, a 62-year old Murray
State student , mother and
wonderful human being lost
her life in a tragic accident
that left many of us in shock
and in pain for many years.

As we approach the 5th year

since her passing, it becomes
easier to forget the lessons
that were learned from that
terrible event . But it' s
impoftant that we don ' t
forget the mistakes of the
past so that we can strive
for a better future.
Have Fun. Drink Responsibly. But. whatever you do.

DON'T DRINK and DRIVE!
Paid tor bV the Fomlly of Nodia Shaheen

..........

......

Coming in September Live on Stage "The N ight fish Band"
~-.~

-~~~~~---

Experience CurvesSmart:
Now the.-e'a • workout th•t keeps you motivated loke never before to get
the ,....ulu you w•nt
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Unsportsmanlike Conduct

Sights unseen
You hear it all the
time. "l would give
anything if..."
Five little words,
informing the world of
our sacrifice of life,
limb or both to have,
do or witness something we can't.
For those suffering
Ricky
the intoxicating effects
Martin
of too ' much beer and special to Tbe News
polish sausage, liberal
amounts of face-paint and Mardi Gras
beads as well as a jersey circa 1983, those
words echo through stadiums across America.
"1 would give anything if we could win
this game."
"I would give anything if the Heineken
vendor would come back."
"I would give anything to have been at
that game."
The latter of the three, perhaps the most
prevalent, is the reason fans still fight the
frigid cold or the blbtering heat just to
make it to a conge:;ted stadium with a
musty smell of spilll'd beer and burnt pop-corn.
The reason for every fan's pilgrimage to
their very own sport's Mecca is simple everyone wants to say they were at "that
game."
For sports fans, the "you never know"
logic, or lack thereof, is powerful, and their
thirst for something with slightly fewer
hops and more guarantee of remembering
is what it's really all about.
Everyone has a game, for one reason or
another, that they wish they could travel
back in time for. head up to wil1 call and
grab
a
spot
in
the
bleachers.
If you don't, here are five to consider.
No. S ~Nov. ~0. 1982: California versus
Stanford: The band was on the field, and
California did not care. Trailing 20-19 with
four seconds left to go, the Bl!ars used five
the ensuing kickoff following a
laterals
Stanford field goal. returning it to the
house amidst a pre-celebratory Stanford
band. Since then, the final series has
become known simply as "the play." Two
of the laterals are still under scrutiny, and
to this day Stanford still has the game as a
"W" in their record book, even though the
NCAA ruled in favor of Cal.
No. 4 - March 12-13, 2009: Connecticut
versus Syracuse: That's right. This two-day
marathon featured .six-overtlmes, when
nationally ranked teams Syracuse and Connecticut squared-off for Big East superiori·
ty in the tournament's quarterfmal round.
The game's final score was 127·117 in favor
of the Orangemen, in a match that saw
eight players foul out and six register double-doubles. Of the game's 244 points, 102
came in the overtime periods. The game
lasted an astronomical three hours and 46
minutes, and ended a~ 1:22 a.m. the moming
after it started. Even more impressive?
Syracuse never held the lead until the sixth
overtime, where they eventually won.
No.3- Jan. I, 2007: Tostitos Fiesta Bowl,
Boise State versus Oklahoma: A game that
featured overtime, the statue of liberty and
a hook and lateral, certainly deserves a nod
as one of history's go·to games. as the
Broncos of Boise State solidified their place
as more than a mid-major, upsetting Oklahoma 43-42. Oklahoma was favored by 7.5
points entering the contest, but found
themselves trailing entering the second
half. Putting together 25 unanswered
points, however. the Sooners took their
first lead of the game with 1:02 left in the
contest. but could not bold on, as Chris •
Peterson brought his Broncos to the fore·
front o( college football on that New Years
Day.
No. 2 - Feb. 3, 2008: Super Bowl XLU,
New York Giants versus New England
Patriots: After finishing the regular season
at 16-0, the Tom Brady·led Patriots coasted
their way into the Super Bowl with a
remarkable 18·0, one game away from completing the first perfect season since the
1972 Miami Dolphins. Eli Manning and his
Giants had different plans, however, upsetting the heavily-favored Patrlots 17-14, in
what many havl' called the greatest football
game ever. Eli Manning constructed a heroic fourth quarter drive, and perhaps the
greatest catch in history by David Tyree at
midfield, set up a touchdown pass to Plaxi·
co Burress to finish off Brady and the Pats.
No. 1 - Feb. 22, 1980: Olympic Hockey
Sem.i-fUUI.ls, USA versus the Soviet Union:
In the greatest upset in sports history, Herb
Brooks and his squad of amateur and collegiate players, took down the most dominant opponent in team sports history. The
Soviets entered the 1980 games, having
won every Olympic gold since 1964 and
• held an impressive 27+1 record in international play over that span. The United
States stunned the Soviets 4-3, and ABC's
AI Michaels, who was calling the game,
made perhaps the most famous play-byplay call in sports history that night. "Do
you believe in miracles? YES!" The game
became known as the 'Miracle on Ice,' and
is the No. I "I would give anything if..."
game in history.
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Five places the Racers have called home
Sophie McDonald
Staff writer
Racer Basketball has long been a Murray State tradition and the program's roots an• firmly grounded in Thoroughbred history. Since the. instatement of the men's basketball program 85 years ago, the Murray State teams have played in five different venues on campus. beginning with Wilson
Hall in 1925.
Wilson Hall. 1925-1928

Racer Arena, 1954-1998

Playing in Wilson Hall, the former Liberal Arts Building, the teams saw
triumph and defeat in the gymnasium where classrooms for communication
studies now exist.
Ernie Bailey, Murray State archivist and University historian, said the
court was located on the Quad-side of Wilson HalL
"I can remember being in the gymnasium. where The News' office is
now,'' he said. '"There arc dropped ceilings and all kinds of partitions in
there now, but at one time there was a huge two story gymnasium in there."
Jim Frank, former Murray State basketball p layer (1946-1949), said
Wilson's capacity was not something to write home about.
"Wilson was very, very small," he said. "There were balconies, 1 think, on
either side and attendance was very low, but of course. there weren't very
many students."
Led by Hall of Fame coach. Carlisle Cutchin. from 1925·1948, the Racers
best season in Wilson was 1926·27 when they finished 11-9 with a 7·4 home

Housing the men's basketball teams for 44 years, Racer Arena
is the longest serv:ing gymnasium in Murray State history. With a
capacity of 5,500 and the seats directly on tbe <;ourt, Racer Arena
had a unique atmosphere.
"This was the gym the people were so fond of because you sat
right down almost on the floor. the teams loved it: the fans loved
it," Bailey said.
Visiting teams, on the other hand, were not as fond of the
venue. said Frank.
"Opposing teams had a pet name.for Racer Arena: 'The Pit.'
Because the fans were so close to the floor, you really had a home
court advantage," he said.
WNBS rudio personality, Neal Bradley, 'Voice of the Racers,'
said Racer .Arena's structure was the perfect environment for

~~.

.

Lo'\'ett Auditorium.1928-1937
After exceeding capacity in Wilson Hall, the basketball team made its
home in historical Lovett Auditorium from. where the regulation size court
was on the stage and seating the same :tS the present.
Originally called The Auditorium, Lovett at the time was the largest col·
lege auditorium in the state, seating 3,000 people.
"A lot of what you see when you go in there now is curtains. but if they
took down all the curtains you'd sec it was a very large stage area," Bailey
said. "(The teams) played on the stage, and the people sat out in the seats
just like they were watching a movie, just as you go in now and sit."
From 1928·30 Murray State was part of the Mississippi Valley Conference.
and in 1929 and 1931 the teams had perfect home seasons, scoring ll..() records
both years.
The 1937 and 1938 teams competed in the National Association of Inter·
collegiate Basketball (NAIB) tournament~ however, because there was no
television, local fans had no way to watch away games but that did not stop
the most dedicated of fans.
When game time rolled around, Bailey said the fans would make their way
to Lovett Auditorium, sit in the seats and wait.
"Somebody at the tournament would broadcast the plays back to somebody in The Auditorium on the stage and they would relay the information
to the crowd," he said.
With the devoted support from R.Jcer Nation, the team placed third in the
1938 NAIR tournament and concluded the season with a 27-4 record.

.

Carr Healtb. 1937·1954
Carr Health was built with Work Progress Administrative Funds by President Franklin Roosevelt in 1937 and was home to the Racer basketball program until1954. As part of the NAIB. the team played in what is now known
as the North Gym.
With a 3.000~seat capacity, Carr Health was no bigger than Lovett but more
conducive to the sport and spectators.
Jim Frank played basketball on scholarship in Carr Health and said the
facilities were bigger than he was accustomed to.
MComing out of Barlow, Ky., that was a huge gymnasium for me," he
recalled. "In the first place it was regulation, and it was always crowded."
Frank said a unique feature was a list of Murray State players on the west
wall of the gym, each with a red light bulb beside their name. When a player
was on the court the red light would be on, making the game easy to follow
for fans.
"Back then, 1946-49, there was nothing else much for students to do except
attend plays and Campus Lights and athletic events, so basketball was a big,
big pastime for students," Frank said. "The gym was almost always full."
Murray WNBS radio celebrity and Racer basketball fan, )oe Pat James,
attended games in Carr Health and said the gym was a jewel in its time
despite the lack of air conditioning.
'
"You can imagine how hot it got in the summertime," James said. "1
remember they brought dry ice in on one occasion, put them in containers
under the bleachers and put fans on them. I don't think it really cooled it
down much, but they made an effort anyway."
The Racers joined the Ohio Valley Conference in 1948 and finished sixth
the first season in the conference. Showing improvement the following two
years. the team finished the .1950-51 season in first with a 21-6 recqrd.

gamt~s.

"It was an acoustic nightmare for concerts, but for basketball it
was great because you got all the sound bouncing,'' he said.
Bradley said when attendance reached 5,000 or more the sound
was comparable to arenas with 20,000 people.
''You couldn't hear the guy next to you; I couldn't tell what my
partner was saying," Bradley said.
Most basketball arenas have representatives from the media sit·
ting on the court, but Bradley said things were different in Racer
Arena.
"We were elevated in that older press box and everything was
fine except when the Racers would get going," Bradley said. "The
student section was on our side; they would all stand up and then
we couldn't sec this side of the floor so we'd have to stand up. We
couldn't sec what was out of bounds or what was not out of
bounds, so we had that to deal with it."
Throughout Racer Arena's 44-year reign as home to the basketball program, future hall of famers played, records were set,
the team made 10 appearances in the NCAA tournament and in
the final season at Racer Arena. the team finished first in the OVC
with a perfect home record of 15·0 and a season record of 29·4.

CFSB Center, formerly RSBC, 1998-present
Nov. 14, 1998 brought the opening of the RSEC, now the CFSB
Center, and the dawn of a new era for Murray State basketball.
With a seating capacity of 8.602, the $23 million arena is not only
home to the men's and women's basketball programs but to special
events of all types.
"1 have fond memories of Carr Health and Racer Arena but the
CFSB Center outdoes all of them. even for the adjusted time,''
James said . ..I. like many others, have strong memories of Racer
.Arena and how nice it was to be right on the floor. and the home
floor advantage seemed to be greater there than anywhere else, but
the CFSU Center is better for this day than Carr Health or Racer
Arena was for then."
Bailey said fans had a natural adjustment period during the ini·
tial transition from Racer Arena to the newest facility.
"Over in the CFSB Center, the fans said when they moved from
(Racer Arena) they didn't like it because they were too far away
from the floor," Bailey said.
However, Bradley said the CFSB Center is the greatest basket·
ball facility to date for Murray State.
"Now when Racer Arena was filled to the gills, that would be my
favorite but on a day-in. day-out basis, rll take the CfSB Center I
over Racer Arena every day of the week," Bradley said. "It gets
luud in there and it's a fun place to be in; it's all about the atmos·
phcrt•.'"
frank agreed that it comes down to atmosphere but believes
Racer Arena to house the greatest environment.
"The flavor of the games in Racer Arena was different," Frank
said. "1 don't think we'll ever get that flavor in the CFSB Center."
The men's basketball team closed the first season in the CFSB
Center in first place in the OVC with another perfect home record
of 12~0 and a season record of 27-6.
Since then, the Racers have finished first in the OVC four times.
made four NCAA appearances and ended the 2009·10 season with
a perfect home record ofl5·0, a conference record ofl7-l and a season record of31·5, setting the school record for wins.
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The Great Outdoors
Opening Day Forecasted
The woous of
Kentucky are on
the brink of explo·
sioo.
While I have
b~·en on the water
more than in the
woods during the
last few weeks,
Steve
the deer have
taunted me with
Miller
all the a.:tivity that Outdoor columnist
accompanies the
rut.
Each morning, like clockwork, it
never fails: With the boat behind me on
the way to the lake, I sec all the signs of
the full throttle action of the rut is near.
Bucks shadowing docs along the
roads. sparring on field edges in the
evening and making rare midday
appearances out in the open and away
from protected sanctuaries is evidence
of the action.
Deer hunting's modern gun season
opens tomorrow, and if the stars align
like they should, opening day may be the
bl!st time to score a m:Jture whitetail.
According to Murray State alum Will
Brantley, who reports from the Murray
area to Field and Stream Magazine on
rutting activity, the peak is right around
the corner.
Brantley, a dedicated whitetail chaser,
spends more than 50 days a year in the
woods and has his pulse on the templ'r·
ature of the rut in the Mid-South ~cgion.
According to his reports, last weekend
brought sightings of bucks chasing docs
throughout the day including a big 10pointer just out of bow rangl' - a problem not likely oncc gun season opens.
Opening day favors the hunter in
tl!rms of statistics. This, along with the
wcathl•r fon.·cast and rut should make a
banner day for hunters statewide. .Forecasted numhcrs put the total number of
deer harvested this weekend around
30,000 to 4o.ooo and wdl on the way to
a total season prediction of 120,000 well above a below average output of
113,000 deer checked-in last season.
Opening day wiLL bdng a flood of
hunters to the woods, but the deer will
not yet be alerted to sul!h high hunting
pressure. Up to this point, only
bowhunters, crossbow users and muzzleloaders have had a shot to fill their
ta~s- With the rut fueling daytime activity and the absence of gun hunters in the
woods to this point, Jhe deer shouJd be
moving with their guard down.
The weather should only add to the
excitement of opening weekend. The
shorter days and longer nights have triggered the deer's breeding instincts.
Tomorrow, moderate temperatures
should be a relief to big bucks waiting to
chase dot.!s after a week of above-average temperatures.
It is hard. if not impossible, to prt•dict
when the peak of the rut will occur. It is
one of those cvt:'nts, almost like an earthquake, you can only !-lay it happened
after the fact . But this weekend the
pending conditions look like as good of
time as any for the deer to act out their
breeding urges. Be sure to check the
reports from Brantley at fieldandstream.com/ rut-rcport for up-to-date
report information on the most exciting
time to be a deer hunter.
Motorists use caution
The same reasons hunting is so good
in November also make it a dangerous
time to be driving. The incn·ased deer
movement coupled with travelers hitting the road for the holidays makes
November the highest month of deer
collisions. Tina Brunjes, the Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife deer
and elk coordinator warns. "Drivers
should slow down and be alert, particularly in areas where woods come close
to the road. Deer can quickly dart out
from the wooded area and into the
road."
Many blame bunting for the incrl!asc
of collisions, but studies have shown
this is not the case.
"Hunting is not causing the deer to
move around, breeding is," Brunjes said.
"Hunting reduces deer densities, and
areas with lower deer densities have
fewer coilisions.''
Expect dCL'r n> be chasing at all hours
of the day, but they really get antsy
around dusk and dawn - the time when
most people are commuting to and from
work. Slow down, keep a watch on the
roadway sides, and if you sec a deer,
expect it I<> run out in front of you and
anticipate more in the area.
Often injuries to you and damages to
your vehicll! result from rash swerving
to avoid a collision.
Contact Miller at stcvt·n.millt•r@
murrarstatc.cdu.
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Men's Basketball

Team rolls, gears
up for opening day
SophJe McDonald
Staff writer

Photos hy K1ck Aurres/Thl' News

Sophomore forwards Brandon Garrett skys for a rebound.

Head Coach Billy Kennedy instructs his team during a timeout.

A new season of M urray State basketball is approaching as the team looks
to Monday's borne season opener
against East Tennessee State at 7:30
p.m.
After winning Tuesday's exhibition
game against the Freed-Hardeman
lions, Head Coach Billy Kennedy said
it was a good taste of what the season
holds.
"It's good to get a game under our
belt," he said. "You've got to give
(freed-H ardeman) some credit because
they came in here ready to play, and
fortunately we were able to wear them
down and separate the score a little bit
late in the first half."
Scoring 43 points in both halves,
Kennedy said the team showed effort
and dominance, but a few players stood
out.
"Teff McClain. Ivan Aska, Ed Daniel,
especially the first 12 to 13 minutes,
were really good," he said. "They were
flying around defensively.''
Despite ending the 2009-10 season
with a perfect home record of 15-0, a
conference record of 17-1 and a season
record o£31-S. setting the school record
for wins, Kennedy said the team will
not survive off of past victories.
"Our biggest concern right now is not
comparing ourselves to last year's
team," be said. "It's a totally different
team (this season). We're younger in a
lot of areas. The expectations on this
team early are not warranted, but that's
what comes with the territory of having
a great year the year before, so our guys
just being patient and buying into the
roles we have for this team and the
identity we have for this team."
Kennedy said the team will work on
making easy baskets as well as working
defensively around the perimeters
before Monday's season opener.
last year the Racers beat ETSU 61-57
and Kennedy said the Buccaneers still
have grounds to settle.
"We've got a good team coming in
East Tennessee State, we were fortunate last year to beat them and, believe
me, they're going to remember that," he
said.

Junior forward Ivan Askaslams home a shot.
ETSU won the Atlantic Sun Confer·
ence and went to the NCAA tou rna·
mcnt last year. where the}' lost to SEC
Champion Kentucky. Kennedy said
they arc a ~enior .team.
"They've got a lot of senior players
and they're really, really good offensively so we'll have our work cut out for
us," he said.
Senior forward Jeffery McCLain said
he is ready for the official season to
start.
Said Mt:Clain: "We're very excited, ·
we had a good off season, we worked
hard and our guys arc amped and ready
to go."

Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@
murraystatc.t:du
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off big
Racers look to roll
Dylan Stinson

Junior cornerback Nathan Brinkley led the defense
with 11 tackles while freshman safety Brandon Wicks
and junior cornerback Dontrell Johnson each recorded
10 tackles of their own.
Murray State travels to Clarksville, Tenn., Saturday
to take on OVC rival Austin Peay. Austin Peay sports a
1-8 record this season.
The Governors beat a much smaller Cumberland
University in their first performance of the season.
Although they have had some close games, they have
yet to taste victory since then.
Hatcher said he will not underestimate Austin Peay.
"Their record is not as good as they would like it to
be. They have struggled, they have played a lot of close
games, and they have played some good quality oppo·
nents," Hatcher said. "I know Coach (Rick) Christophel
will have his team ready and we'll have to go down
there and play. They're going to try to run the ball at
you and try to hit you with the quick passes, so our
defensive front has got to be very active in the ball
game."
Austin Peay brings in two strong runningbacks, Ryan
White and Terrence Holt. These two have combined
for more than 1.200 on the ground this season. anJ will
most likely be the biggest threat to Murray State's
defense.
"(Holt) is a phenomenal player, an electrifying player," Hatcher said. "He's got great speed, brreat moves,
and he's a guy that you're definitely going to have to
neutralize in order to not givl~ up those plays."
Kickoff is set for 1 p.m. Saturday at Governors Stadium in Clarksville, Tenn.
Contact Stinson at dylan.stinson@murraystatc.cdu.

Staff writer

Photos hy RICk Burre>l7he N£%'~

Freshman runnlngback Duane Brady (27) finds a hole against Tennessee Tech.

Sophomore quarterback casey Brockman (left) looks downfield for a receiver.

Junior runningback Mike Harris led the Racers to
their fourth win of the season Saturday at Roy Stewart
Stadium, rushing for 242 yards and one touchdown
against the Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles.
Harris credited the offensive line for his performance.
"They gave me big boles," Harris said. ''They all got
on their man and did what we worked on in practice all
week, and usually when that happens we have a big
day. It's always the plan to rush for 150 to 200 (yards}."
Harris needs just 120 yards to reach lhe 1,000-yard
mark on the season.
"I want to get over 1,000 yards rushing," he said.
"That's what I'm focused on right now. I believe we can
do it too, with the offensive line, if we stay consistent
and practice hard."
Head Coach Chris Hatcher said he is pleased with
the Racers' win.
"1 thought that overall it may have been one of our
better games in all three phases," he said. "I thought we
played solid, but we still got a lot of room to improve.
I still do not think that we played as good as we could
possibly play.
We still made too many silly mistakes, but we're not
complaining."
Senior wide receiver Marcus Harris also had a standout performance, catching eight passes for 126 yards
and one score, bringing him within 200 yards of
becoming the school's all-time leader in receiving
yards at 2,196 yards.

Women's Basketball

Pair of exhibition games loom large
..

Will Cartwright
Staff writer

Nonetheless, Head Coach Rob Cross believes the team
should not underestimate the Patriots.
"They have som.e athletic guards, and they have two games
under their belt this season," Cross said.
The Patriots are currently 1-l with their win against MidContinent University and their loss at the hands of Union University earlier this month.
Like St. Catharine, the Racers should be aware of the dangerous weapons Mid-Continent possesses.
"They have an athletic forward named Heather George, who
has a mid-range shot that reminds me of (former Racer standout) Ashlt!y Hayes, which kind of concerned me while watch~
ing the tape," Cross said.
The Racers will play host to the Mid-Continent Cougars in
an exhibition game Monday. The Cougars. from Mayfield, Ky.,
are 0-3 this season. Both exhibition games should be easy
matchups for the Racers who are an NCAA Division I program,
while both Mid-Continent and St. Catharine are NAJA affiliated schools.

College football is coming to a close, and attention is turning
to the h:~rdwood courts of college basketball. The newly
renamed CFSB Center will be a sight to see as fans and players
prepare for the Racers to begin their seasons.
The women's basketball team finished last season 13-17 overall while going 8-10 in OVC play.
The season ended when the team was knocked out in the first
round of the OVC tournament by the Morehead State F.agles.
This year the Racers are picked to finish sb'th in the OVC by
the league's head coaches and sports information directors.
The Eastern Illinois Panthers arc pkkcd to fmish first, while
Morehead State is picked to finish second.
The Racers begin their season at home against the St.
Catharine College Patriots Saturday. The exhibition game will
be a warm-up for the Racers who luok to win the OVC Championship this season.
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"They can come in here and beat us, there is no question,"
Cross said. "Jacksonville State (football) beat Ole Miss, who
will more likely beat them 99 times out of 100."
The Racers' first rebrular-season game is on the road against
the University of Evansville at 5 p.m. Wednesday. The Lady
Aces went 4-26 last year while going 1-17 in Missouri Valley
Conference play.
Currently, Evansville has one exhibition win over the Oakland City University Oaks. an NAIA school in southern Indiana.
This season the Racers will be looking to junior guard
Rachael lsom to lead the team this season.
Isom was named to the Preseason Ali-OVC team earlicr this
year after finishing last season averaging 11.9 points and 33
rebounds per game.
The first regular season home game for the women is Dec. 18
against the Southern Illinois Salukis. The first OVC g:~mc is
against the Eastern Kentucky Lady Colonels on Dec. 2.
Contact Cartwright at william.cartwright@murrayst.1tc.t'du.
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L
Q_l How much preparation did you have to do for "College Chef"?

a

I'm pretty much a foodie. I've cooked for a while. I do tend to watch quite a bit of Food
Networt< stuff. It was a natural fil l already cook. I love to cook. I'm comfortable in front
of the camera and I'm occasionally funny so that seems to be the combination you need
to get people interested in something.

Easy Mac no more! 'Greek' star hosts
college-oriented online cooking series
Charlotte Kyle I Features Editor

[Q]When did you first become interested in cooking?

Il

l actually first beQan cooking out of necessity back in high school. My mom had to take a
night job and my dad worked late so I oftentimes cooked for my two younger sisters and
myself.

·-----·

LQ_jDo you have any advice for students for creating recipes on atight budget?
On''Greek." Aaron Hill plays The Beaver. a Kappa Tau Gamma brother who loves girls. beer and
food. To coincide with the show, ABC Family has launched "College Chef," aWeb series featuring
Hill cooking a variety of cheap and easy dishes.
In the first of the series, "Cooking With Beer," Hill shows how to use alcohol to enhance the
flavor of a hot dog. The next episode, launching Monday, teaches college students how to use
Ramen for more creative dishes.
The News spoke to Hill about his interest in cooking shows. how he landed the role of The
Beaver and what's coming up on this season of "Greek."
The first episode of "College Chef" is streamable now on abdamily.com and the new season
of "Greek" premieres Jan. 3 on ABCFamily.

l'd say take a look at what you like and enjoy - perhaps what you 90 out and spend the
most money on for yourself. It's very easy to take anything you (order when you) go out
to eat and try to replicate it yourself.
The key. oftentimes, is to split it with a roommate. Both agree that you're going to have this
(dish} on agiven night Most of the times when you oo to the grocery store you're going to be able
to make more than you need for one meal. You'll have leftovers, but if you can share that then
you're also splitting the cost.

rl
·-----..

LQ_j What is a recipe that defines college cuisine?
Food for the college audience - I guess what kind of foods don't college kids like to eat?
Our first episode deals with cooking with beer. The idea (is) that college kids like alcohol,
but alcohol infused into food can be avery, very great flavor enhancer. whether it be wine
in a sauce of some kind or we talk about adding sake to our ramen broth.
I think more than anything it's being able to take thinQs that are easily available to college stu·
dents. Our Qoal for the colleqe students is to find stuff that's really Inexpensive that you can tweak
just slightly for a little bit more (to make something) that's healthy and almost gourmet.

rl

[Q] What do you think "College Chef" tries to teach students?
l would definitely like to get the point across that cooking doesn't have to be somethlnQ
you have to be afraid of. It doesn't have to be something your mom does when you're
home for summer break. It's really simple, it's really easy, it can be much less expensive
than CJOing out to eal

Il

r·--··-·
·a-!

How did you land the role of The Beaver?

l made sure I stayed up really late the night before. I set my alarm so that I literally had
time to get up - didn't do my hair, put on awrinkled shirt and just showed up at the audition to sort of epitomize the lazy, slacker college mentality that I think Is the epitome of
Kappa Tau. The next thing I knew they were calling me to come to the table read of the pilot. While
we were shooting I knew we had a special thinQ so I wasn't surprised when, a few months later.
they said the show got ordered.

Il

t:Q:] Where do you get your inspiration for The Beaver's character?

a

Initially I kind of looked a llttJe bit toward some of the classic college characters - like a
Bluto from "Animal House," a little bit of Ogre from "Revenqe of the Nerds" just because
my physical stature tends to be so overly Imposing at times. I wanted himto be atypical
frat guy In the sense that he loves to party and have a good time but also convey the sense that
he really has the backs of his brothers. He's the guy that, no matter what he's there for his
friends.
He's sort of got this child-like innocence about him so you can say that Beaver is stupid, but I
don't think that would be accurate. He's really just content to live in his own reality and therefore
everything else around him he doesn't need to pay attention to.

r ••••• •

i_Q_JWhat's been your favorite storyline or moment on the series?
it's funny, we've had a chance to be kind of reflective as we're drawing toward the end;
the new season begins after some people have oraduated. Of course I'm qolnQ to be
biased but in the new season coming up there's an episode called "All About Beav," and
It's the fourth episode in.
It takes a step away from the norm - it's a unique episode which you'll find out from the very
beginning. It follows me through a day in the life of The Beaver - what I see and what I do. For me
it was really fun. You oet to see other aspects of this character who has sort of been a secondary
character. You get to see him as acentral character for the first time. There are some really funny
moments which I think the fans are really going to enjoy.

fl
lmaqes coiJtesy of ilbdamlly.com
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Channel Surfing

'Ramona' leaps to life from page to sCreen How Conan got his groove back
Everyone loves a
good comeback story.
Oftentimes you get to
root for the underdog,
and, in a perfect
world, you see them
come out on top.
At the beginning of
this year the Internet
rallied behind talk
show host Conan
O'Brien
as
we
watched d rama unfold
regarding NBC's "The

Assistant Features Editor Cody
Arant .writes the movie re~·iews.
I had initially thought to review
the new movie "Due Date," with
Robert Downey Jr. and Zach Galifianakis. I then realized I loved the
movie when it was "Planes. Trains
and Automobiles."
I was stuck for a movie to review.
Nothing l!lse in theaters was really
grabbing my attention. I turned to
DVDs. I was tempted to review
"Scott Pilgrim" again. It still kicks
ass.
However, a small movie that had
utterly escaped my attention the
flrst time around came out on DVD,
and my girlfriend went to buy it at
midnight Tuesday.
The movie was "Rnmona and
Beezus."
Like most I American children, I
grew up with Beverly Cleary's
books. 1 owned most of thcm.1 even
had "Rigby," the one about Henry
Huggins' dog.
However. one character will
always resonate with me, and that's
Ramona Ql.limby.
Something about the character is
timeless and unforgettable. Her
unbridled imagination and love of
life should be the creed nnd code of
every human being alive.
Joey King, a relatively unknown
child actor. manages to channel
Ramona in a nigh-eerie fashion.
This girl comes along and delivers a
performance seemingly shaped by
my imagination. She is an absolute·
ly terrifical Ramona.
That's actually super important
for this film. because though it's
called "Ramona and Beczus" it's
really Ramona's movie; she's just
magnanimous enough to let the
other characters share her world
for a while.
It's very subtle, and it may seem
as though things are unfolding independently of Ramona at times.
However, everything is shown
through her eyes, after a fashion.
All of the other cnaracters arc
shown as Ramona sees them.
Beezus (Selena Gomez, TV's "Wizards of Waverly Place") has her
own stuff going on. We rarely see
this. We do, however, see her snap
at Ramona.
Outside of context, this seems
harsh and not a little mean. The

Photo courtesy ot' allmovicphoto.com

Beezus (SelenaGomez) bumps noses with little ~lster Ramona (Joey KlnQ), even if Ramona is sort of a pest.
audience can infer that Beezus is
reacting understandably in the cir·
cumstances. However, it's difficult
to keep that in mind while sympathizing with Ramona.
The main plot of the film
revolves around Ramona's father
losing his job. This places economic and emotional strain on the
entire family.
During scenes that focus on
Ramona dealing with this fairly
traumatic set of circumstances,
King really 'shines. She manages to
play the viewers' emotions like a
skilled keytar player.
The Quimbys are in a very trying
situation. It is one that 1 imagine
would be impossible to truly understand unless one had experienced it
themselves.
r have no reason to believe King
has been through that situation.
However, she delivers a devastatlngly genuine perfonmince.
The film docs an excellent job of
utilizing the runtime. At 1()3 min-

utcs, the movie is relatively short.
However, there arc multiple plotlines running at on<.· c. Aunt Be a
(Ginnifcr Godwin, TV's "Big Love")
is slowly falling in love with her
high school sweetheart Hobart
(Josh Duhamel, "life As We Know
It"). Heczus is falling in lov\! with
Henry Huggins (Hutch Dano, TV's
"Zckc and Luther").
Ramona even has multiple plots.
She is simultaneously trying to
grow up, save her home and still
deal with normal kid stuff like
school.
Visually. the movie is interesting.
Whenever Ramona is around, the
saturation is pushed, making the
colors more vibrant. O ne of the few
~ccnes that doesn't have Ramona
even tangentially involved is very
dark and all the l'olor seems to have
leaked out. It's also a love scene
between Beezus and Henry. a plot I
could have done withou t entirely.
T he filmmakers ;tlso deliberately
strove for a sense of timelessness. It

could be any time period; though,
judging by a mix tape Aunt Bea
made in high school with 80s music,
I'd say it's probably now.
1
'Ramona and Beczus" is a cute
little family-friendly film. It is a 1ovingly crafted homage to a series of
novels nearly all American children
- at least to my generation - grew
up with. It's not an action packed
blockbuster, but it's a genuine and
well-crafted bit of storytelling.
"Rnmona and Beczus" is rated G
and has a runtime of 103 minutes.
Contact Arant at cody.arant@
murraystate.edu.
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***

Zero stars: Save your cash
One star: Only if you're bored
Two stars: Wait for the rental
Three st:trs: Sec it immediately
Four stars: A futu re classic
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Tonight Show."
Everyone anticipated what O'Brien
would do next. Fans and casual watchers
questioned what O'Brien's basic cable
show would consist of. Would he stick
with the same format, or do something
wild and crazy in an effort to really shake
things up?
As 4 million viewers saw Monday,
"Conan " is not that much different than
what we're used to. O'Brien opens the
show with a monologue and jukes, then
talks to guests and has a musical guest.
It's a format that works well for
O'Brien - it's what he's used to, and it's
what we've come to expect from him.
Still, something about "Conan" on TBS
seems d ifferent. There's a fire in his eyes
and a ·w ry smile on h is face. He's not bitter; he's truthful. He's not crying about
what happened to him; he's :seeing it as a
positive.
I knew I was going to ·love "Conan" as
the credits began to roll. The credits arc
amazing. I know I should focus on the
jokes and what-not, but I was just in love
with the credits.
Bright, satura ted colors with clean
lines and shapes scroll past the screen as
Andy Richter announces the guests.
There is a movie reel for movie actors or
a television for TV actors (which
reminds me of my old column header,
may it rest in peace). Even the band has
music notes which bounce happily to the
music as it plays.
The CO in CONAN arc a bright
orange, matching the silhouette of his
famous h airstyle.
.
It's hip, fresh and web savvy.
It's a perfect reflection of what we
should expect from O'Brien, who recognizes his new role comes largely from the
support of his Internet fan base. He
embraced Twitter, he embraced
YouTube, he embraced Facebook- and,
unlike having our parents try to add us, it
doesn't feel weird or awkward at all.
Granted 1 don't think O'Brien is going
to look through your debauchcrous party
photos so that's a plus.
"Conan" brought the ratings Monday,
and while there was an expected drop for
his second show, I still see the show as a
huge success for TBS in the future.
They've got the 18-49 demographics and
t h ey've already had some amazing
guests.
Everyone wants a piece of "Conan," I
suppose.
As I admitted previously in my colu mn, I've never been a regular talk ~how
viewer besides•the occasional Craig Ferguson viewing. (1 still have to rank him as
my No. 1, even if l can't watch every
night.)
Now? Now I'm seriously Team Coco
for my No. 2, and I don't care if it's considered jUJDping on the bandwagon.
l think basic cable is going to be good
to him. Otherwise the Internet might
have to rebel once again.
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyle@
murraystate.edu.
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Old-time concert celebrates
rural American music
JamleBootb
Staff writer

.

Photos by Ot.>rck MillcrfThe News

Ted Belue. senior lecturer of history, plays at Tuesday's Roots Music Concert In Wrather Auditorium.

Justin McKendry performs durlno the concert sponsored by the department of history.

Last Tuesday night, Wrather Auditorium
was filled with the sounds of guitars, -mandolins, fiddles and even the occasional yodeling. These sounds were made by the worldclass performers in the Roots Music Concert,
sponsored by Murray State's department of
history.
The concert brought the music of rural
Americ.a to Murray State and included genres
like bluegrass, old-time country, Chicago blues
and even Celtic. Ted Belue. senior lecturer of
history and expert guitarist, emceed the threehour long concert and played a few songs as
well.
The concert started as a way for students in
Belue's History Of American Music class to
have some live interaction with music they
were studying.
Performers included professional fiddler, L.
Scott Miller, who has won several national
awards for his playing and appeared on the
Grand Ole Opry several times. He also performed several songs on the banjo and hand
dulcimer.
'
·
David Peterson and Mitch Compton formed
the perfect duo of mandolin and guitar, with
Peterson's incredible vocal talents. Compton is
one of the best mandolin players in the world.
He was featured in the "0 Brother, Where Art
Thou?" soundtrack and was recently on tour
with Elton John and Elvis Costello. His mandolin mixed perfectly with Peterson's old-time
country and bluegrass guitar and vocal style.
Lew Jetton and 61 South were the last performers of the night, playing their signature
"southern-fried" Chicago blues sound. Jetton,
who is currently the weekend meteorologist on

Paducah's WPSD, and his band have played all
around the mid-west and south, gaining fans
and acclaim on the way.
Jeffrey Finley, senior from Nashville, Tenn..
and Andrew Taylor. freshman from Berea, Ky.,
both avid admirers of roots music, said the concert gave students a rare chance to sec and hear
this music live. Even though pioneers of root
music, like Bill Monroe, were from this area.
bluegrass and old-time country arc hard to
find, they said.
Both Finley and Taylor said the concert was
a great experience because of the chance it
gave them to see roots mu!>ic professionals
play.
"I like to play old-time music," Finley said.
"It was good to hear good people who can play
better th.an me."
Compton and Peterson were both Finley and
Taylor'.s favorite. performers nf the night, with
their yodeling and fast plucking.
"David Peterson's voice just sounds like
you're listening to it from :m old·time radio and
Mitch Compton's mandolin playing was phenomenal," Finij!y said.
"1 think they had the most authentic sound,''
Taylor said. "They're really excellent musicians."
Citizens of Murray also performed and
accompanied the performers, and Finley said
he was glad the concert gave them a chance to
perform.
"I think it was good to sec a Murray State
professor and lucal pt'opk performing," he
said.
For information on the musicians that performed at the concert, ph~asc cuntllct Belue at
ted.belue@murraystatc.edu.
Contact
Booth
ar
jamie.booth@
murraystate.l!du.

Belue (left) plays the oultar as Scott Miller plays the dulcimer. Miller has won several national awards for his music.

ROTC program takes fourth place in challenge
Jessica Haynes
Staff writer
The Murray State ROTC program walked
away from the Bold Warrior Challenge with
fourth place, their highest placing in the competition in almost three decades, Master
Sergeant John Buckley said.
The ranger challenge was held in Ft. Knox,
Ky .. on Oct. 16. Buckley said 51 teams competed, each team with nine cadets. Schools competed from surrounding states including
Michigan. Indiana, Ohio and Tennessee.
Murray State's team consisted of seniors
Cassandra Fischer-Flaherty, Joshua Marshall
and John Moriarity, juniors Ken Danos,
Nathan Bundy, Josiah Garvey and Carmelo
• Morabito, sophomore Seth Brown-Keene and
freshman Daniel Taylor.

•

A week prior to the event, Cadet David
Collins was injured and could not compete.
A month prior to competing. the event
changed from what the ROTC program
trained for, Buckley said. With two months
for preparation, tht• team had to make
changes halfway through its training.
Murray State has competed with other
schools in their size division in past events,
but this time they competed with larger
schools, Buckley said, with Murray State
being one of the smallest competing schools.
The competition consisted of eight or nine
events throughout the day and each team was
required to plan their own routs from event to
event. Moriarity said the orienteering skills
were vital to doing well in the competition.
"It all depended mainly on your orienteering skills because if you weren't good at doing

land navigation you wouldn't ever make it to
the next event," he said.
Each team was given a map and navigated
from event to event over approximately four
kilometers of land, with penalties adding to
tht?ir overall time, Buckley said. How long the
team spent getting from event to event was
crucial, he said.
The teams participated in events like operating a rubber raiding craft on open water,
first aid, an obstacle course and weapon
assembly and disassembly, Moriarity said.
In past events, the team also had instruction
from their coach, but this time the team had to
make its own decisions without guidance, and
were assigned another coach, Moriarity said.
"It was a pretty hard event, I can say, and
I've done ranger challenge in the past years,
but this one was a lot harder because it

depended on our skills completely." Moriarity said.
Moriarity said he was pleased with the
team's outcome and preparation fur the event.
Mit doesn't really matter how many people
you have, it's just how well you train for an
event," Moriarity said.
Buckley said he was happy with the results
versus the bigger schools that Murray State
do not normally compete against.
''It's telling people that regardless of what
size st:hool you come from it's all going to
come down to the training that you conduct
to prepare for the event," Buckley said. "It's
not necessarily all the big guys that win, it's
the people th.at train smart and use their
brains."
Contact Haynes at jessica.haynes@?
murraystate.edu.
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From the [Sports] Editor

It's that time of year again
You don't know bow glad I am
basketball is back. Something
about the game, maybe the
sound of the basketballs bouncing or the
sneakers
squeaking,
remind
me
winter is back.
For a second,
all is right in
the world.
The game is
________;.,:......different than
Greg
all of the rest
but that is what
Waddell
Sports Editor makes me realize and appreciate just how special it really is.
For five months, America has
a love affair with this game and
I'm no different. I'll be at the
first
game
against
East
Tennessee State Monday night

(cheering silently because of
objectivity), at the OVC tournament in March and anywhere
else afterward.
When 1 was a little boy basket, ball was my favorite sport to
watch and the fan inside of me
has never died. Throughout the
years my love for the game has
grown and waned (I still can't
stand the NBA) but being a part
of Murray State for the last three
years has definitely given me a
newfound appreciation for the
sport.
The ability to be a part of
something bigger than myself
has always appealed to me and
been something special. Over
my time here I've become
attached to the Racers in my
own special way. I was there
when Isacc Miles pulled up to be
beat Austin Peay on that last

second dagger. I was there for
"The Shot" in San Jose, Calif.,
and the crippling defeat that followed just days later.
You see, they're not just that
team anymore. They're B.J.,
Isacc, Isaiah, and the rest of the
guys. Truth be told I've come to
lpve this team. They're my team.
That is why I'm so thankful I
get the chance to watch them
take the court and go places that
the normal fan might not be able
to.
All in all l can't fully explain
how amazing this opportunity
has been to me but I thank each
and every one of you who picks
up a copy of The News each
week to let my friends and I into
your lives for a short period of
time. I hope you enjoy it as
much as we do.
God Bless.
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Kennedy looks to continue strong
Racer basketball tradition this season
It is with great excitement and anticipation that our Murray State basketball
team enters the 2010-11 season.
Our players and coaches have been working hard since last season to give our
team its best chance to have another special season.
I know you were \'ery proud of the 2009-10 season we had and the great win
over Vanderbilt in the NCAA Tournament.
We couldn't have done it without your support.
Your attendance and enthusiasm at our games inspires our team to great
effort and intensity when they put on the blue gold.
Murray State Basketball is a special thing because of its passionate fans and
supporters who cheer for us every time we take the floor.
It is my sincere wish that you will make plans to be at each one of our home
games this season and be ready to be the sixth-man in the stands to help us to
victory.
All around college basketball, the CFSB Center is known as one of the toughest places to play in the country. There are two reasons this is true. First, there
is the great tradition of Racer Basketball that has produced 23 consecutive winning seasons (the fourth-best streak in the nation), 21 Ohio Valley Conference
championships, 14 NCAA Tournament appearances and more than 100 AllOVC players.
•
Secondly, our fans are among the best in all of college basketbaJl. Our student
body and community support is a big part of our winning tradition.
This is the 86th season of Racer Basketball and I hope you'll make plans to
experience it with me, our coaching staff and players.
I'll see you at the games.
Billy Kennedy
Men's Basketball Head Coach

Rick Burres!The News

Head Coach'Billy Kennedy yells from the sidelines in the Racers exhibition game against freedHardeman on Tuesday.

Want exclUsive Racer Basketball updates?
visjt thenews.org

The Official Web site of The Murray State News
Caa't W'ait to get to you.. c:onapute..?
Get live tW'eet updates to you.. phoae oa tW'itte...
Visit tW'itte... c:ona/MSUN~W'sSpo..ts
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Cross looks forward to
opening season healthy
Dear R.1cers Basketball Fans,
The 2010-11 Mi.trray State basketball season is quickly approaching and I hope
that you are as excited as we are to get the season started!
This season we will be working to get back to the form that led to two OVC
Championships .in the past three years! This edition of Racers Basketball is
working to display the determination neces~ary to compete for a champi~
onship. As one of the highest scoring teams in the nation last season tbe Racers
truly lived up to the nickname! This season you will get the cl1ance to enjoy
some of the most exciting, passion filled basketball played anywhere.
Your Racers have been getting up bright and early every morning to arrive at
the CFSB Center at 5 a.m. to prepare for the season. As. one of the youngest
teams in the nation the 2010-2011 edition of Murray State Women's
Basketball has no seniors. Our young team is c.xcited about showing that they
have the commitment and character it takes to be. a champion!

Your Racers Women's Basketball team hopes that you will come out in full
force to every home game this season to help continue to make the CFSB
. Center one of the toughest places to play in NCAA Division I women's basketball. We open the home portion of the 2010-11 campaign Saturday; Nov. 13
against St. Catharine College and would 'love to see the stands full of fellow
Murray State Racers!
Sincerely,
Rob Cross
Women's Basketball Head Coach

File photo
~

Head Coach Rob Cross (center) talks to two of his players during practice last season.
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Individual Leases
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Dylan Stinson
Staff writer
Being in Murray on March
18, 2010 was a terrifying

sight for ,all those who did
not follow college basketball.
It could be comparable to
p redicted
apocalyptic
events.
Drivers
throughout the whole
town were honking
their horns, students
were hanging out of
the windows of
their dorm rooms.
frantic screams of
"oh my gosh!" was
being yelled all
throughout
the
campus,
papers
thrown, and classes
cancelled. It was
truly a scary sight.
After
Murray
regained its sanity
and people ~arne
out from their
storm cellars, the
news had spread
that No. B seed
Murray
State
had beaten No
• 4. seed SEC
school,
Vanderbilt
University to
advance in the
NCAA tournament.
The Racers
. were com·
pctitivc
throughout
the
entire
game. At the
end of the first
half the Racers had
n 36-32 lead over
the Commodores,
but it was a backand-forth
game
until the end, and
the closer it got to
the end, the scarier ,.....
it seemed to get for
Murray State.
Things started
to look bad when
Vanderbilt's
Jermaine
Beal
sunk two free
throws
for
the
Commodores with 12.7
seconds left in the game,

putting the Racers
down 64-65.
M urr ay State's
B.J. Jenkins would
then shoot a
m issed
threepoin ter, but to
tlte
Racers'
luck,
.a
Vanderbilt
player knocked
the ball out of
bounds with 4.2
seconds
left,
giving
the
Racers one last
shot at victory.
Head Coach
Billy
Kennedy
used Murray State's
final timeout to draw
up a play the Racers
had
never
run.
Kennedy designed the
play to have the b;-~ll
inbounded to pointguard Isacc Miles, the
high scorer of the
night.
·
"I wanted him to put
it on the floor, and he
made a gn·at play,"
Kennedy said.
A great play indeed.
Miles ~aught the ball
and took two dribbles
to his left before handing it off to Danero
Thomas, who calmly
took one dribble to his
right before n3iling a
fade away shot with two
Vanderbilt defenders in
his face.
As the San Jose, Calif.
crowd went wild, Murray
erupted with frightening
joy. Thomas sprinted to the
other end of the court, and
was dog piled by his teammales and coaches.
"This is p robably the
biggest shot I've ever hit in
my life," Thomas said. "It felt
so good, I knew it was going
in."
The Racers advanced to the
second round to the tournament and fell one basket short
(54-52) to Butler, who went on
to lose the national championship to Duke.
Com.1ct Stinson at dylan.

stimwntgimurraystatc.edu.
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Be a Summer Orientation Counselor!
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Tony Easley became accustomed to this position while playing at the CFSB Center.

European Vacation: Tony Easley takes his talents abroad
Sophie McDonald

show when you play."
Easley confessed to spending his days breathing
the game that brings hlm ·so much joy and satisfaction.
While most students prepared for start of the fa11
"It affects my life in every way." he said. "I've
2010 college semester, former Murray State basketbecome
a hard worker because of thls game."
ball player, Tony Easley prepared for his first seaAfter
realizing as a child becoming a Power
son as a professional basketball player in Poland.
Ranger was not a valid career option, Easley said
The 6-foot-9, 200-pound ball of energy signed
hls mind began drifting to the possibility of being a
with the Polonia Azbud Warszawa team in August,
.
professional basketball player.
and said he enjoys exploring in a new environI
imagine
playing
in
Europe?
Not
at all. But
"Did
ment.
I'm blessed to be living my dream," he said.
"It's fun," he said in a phone interview. "A new
Becoming an athlete on the professional circuit
experience meeting new people and I'm learning
on a whole new meaning. Easley was cut
takes
to deal with the language barrier. The team is eager
from his eighth and ninth grade teams, but he said
_
to learn and very energized."
the setbacks pushed him to appreciate the beloved
As a small forwru:d for the Polish team, th~ spirsport even more as he worked to prove himself to
ited 22-year-old has played a combined 46 minutes
in the two games of the season and totaled 12 · the coaches who did not give him a chance.
"I loved the game so much that I wanted to be
points with a 57.1 percent average.
around it, so I became a manager both years," he
"The game is more physical than it was in colsaid. "During that time, I stayed in the gym and
lege, the guys are a lot bigger and the rules are a litworked harder and harder to achieve what I wanttle different," he said. ·~ctually the practices here
ed
and that was making the team."
are totally different from what I was used to at
After pouring his life into the game for two years
Murray State."
by building skills and pursuing his dream, the
Easley said team practice consists of an hour of
dynamic
athlete said he gained more than a spot on
skill work and an hour of playing five-on-five,
his high school team.
where as Murray State practice lasted longer due
"Once I made the team that hard working mento accomplishing so much during the time allowed.
tality stuck with me for life," be said. "I've become
Loaded with a contagious passion for the game
more disciplined because of basketball and I've
of basketball and a grateful heart for the doors
become more mature by this game."
opened for him, Easley said he is continually
Scheduled to play the top four teams in their
rewarded by the sport.
league this season, Easley said the young
"This game is a beautiful struggle. Whatever you
Warszawas are hoping to make playoffs in April.
put into thls game, you will get back," he said. "So
"The team is fundamentally sound with really
if you work hard all summer it will pay off but if
good shooters," he said. "They really use their
you slack off and don't work on your game, it will

Staif writer

ol..

,.

strengths. They buy players and then add a team
· around them."
Allowing hls vibrant sense of humor to shine
through, Easley said the best thing that has happened during his adventure in Poland is the discovery of Mllka chocolate.
"I think that America knew about this delicious
candy and just hid it from me all my life," he said.
"I think that was a good thing because I would have
a million cavities by now; I'm constantly finding all
types of candy that just blows my mind over here."
As far as food goes, Easley said he likes most
Polish meals, usually consisting of noodles and
broth, but misses his favorite American treat more
than anything else.
"I really miss Taco Bell,'' he said. ·~ll 1 want is a
No. 6 from Taco Bell."
Besides Taco Bell, Easley said he misses Racer
Nation but keeps up with the athletics and happenings in and around Murray State.
During his free time, the spunky young player
talks with friends and family from home through
Skype and Facebook.
"I get excited when I get out of practice because
I get to run back to my computer and talk to all my
friends," Easley said. "It's like when you fust start
your Facebook account and you would check it
every five minutes just to see if someone has se'nt
you a message; that's how I am over here."
With hopes of coming home in December, Easley
is relishing this season in life living his dream by
reaching beyond the imaginable to a world of
excitement and success as a professional basketball player.
Contact McDonald at smcdonald3@murraystate.
edu.
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She's back, Guffey re
Kyra Ledbetter

style of play over here is a Jot faster and the players are a lot stronger."
In addition to adjusting to a different style of
play, Guffey also gained valuable experience for
her role now as graduate assistant manager.
"I learned how to interact with the younger players over there and I was kind of a coach, in that I
helped them with things 1 saw which is what I try
to do now with our players." Guffey said. "I can sec
it more from a player's perspective because I just
got done playing, so I know what · they're going
through."
This season Guffey is charged with dozens of
tasks, but said she is excited for the opportunity to
learn.
"Sometimes I participate in practice if coach
wants me to," Guffey said. "I help Coach Stone
also with the guards. I'll also be viewing film from
other teams. It's a great opportunity to learn all
the things a coach does because hopefully one day
I'll be coaching college."
Guffey said she looks back on her time as a
Racer with fondness and appreciation.

Staff writer
Everyone in the women's basketball community
has heard her name. ·Even after a year removed
from the Murray State basketball community, she
stands as the basis of comparison for current players, and now she intends to stand as a mentor for
them as well.
After a year's worth of experience playing
abroad, Amber Guffey returns to the Racers, this
time as a coach.
During her fust tenure with Murray State Guffey
earned 1,836 points, averaging 15.2 points per
game. She garnered 505 assists, 424 rebounds and
117 steals.
Since then Guffey has played professionally in
Luxembourg, a small country ncar Germany for
Residence Walferdangre, where she averaged 24.8
points and 8.5 rebounds.
"It was a lot different than playing at Murray
State, of course," Guffey said. "Basketball over
there is just not as advanced as it is over here. The

Mon.-Fri. 10-5 p.m.

:J

in new role

TJ bb

Sat. 10-4 p.m .

Children's Clothi~g & Accessories
Specializing in !3oys sizes preemie to Size 7 and
Girls Sizes preemie to 6X ... and all things Nursery

"I played for three coaches,so I learned more
than a lot of people because all of the coaches
were different and had different styles, but I think
I learned something from each one, and that'll help
me now as I move on to coach and help me
become the coach 1 want to be," Guffey said.
However excited she is about her own opportunities for growth both past and present. Guffey is
also aware of the challenges the Racers faced last
year and hopes for the chance to help the team.
"They had a few seniors and all the other players
were younger, so l think sometimes they struggled
with not having as much experience," Guffey said.
"They watched as freshmen and saw what it took
to be successful, but until you actually do it it's
hard to grasp. Hopefully I can be a positive example for the players and help them grow as players
and more importantly as people. It really won't
matter a few years from now how many points you
scored. It's the impression you left on the players
and the coaches."
Contact Ledbetter at kyra.ledbetter@murraystate.
edu.
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Allen & June Dossey
. 270-554-0010
Sales@PurpleToadVineyard.net
www.PurpleToadVineyard.net

- Convertible Cribs
- Kalencom Diaper Bags
- Baby Registry

4275.01d US Highway 45
Paduc~h, KY 42003

- Medela Breast Pumps & Supplies
- Children's Shoes

Come Visit Us!

Karen Allbritten Cain
Owner

209 N. 12th St. Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-7534
www.plaidrabbitmurray.com
- -~~~- -
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Located
inside the
· CFSB Center.
Open every

game.
Entrance B.
If the Varsity Shop .
doesn't have what
you're looking for,
the University Store ·
does. Located on
the second floor of
the C U rri S Center.

Senior big man Jeffrey McClain goes up strong to pull down a rebound against Freed·Hardeman.
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Students came out In droves to cheer the Racers on to a 86-55 win In the exhibition game.

